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The SAR Bucket is made of 22 oz. rip stop vinyl and heavy-duty 
cotton. The SAR Bucket can tackle almost any job. Whether it be
lowering equipment into confined spaces, collecting debris to 
beremoved, or carrying tools and specialty equipment. Every fire
truck should have a SAR Bucket. Bucket has storage pockets, four
holsters, and a padded handle for
hauling heavy loads with less
fatigue on your hands.

AZ139 SAR Utility Vinyl Bucket $77.95

SAR Utility Vinyl Bucket
Developed for easy access to commonly used tools. No flaps,
zippers or closures to get in the way when specific tools 
are needed quick. Constructed with “TUFF BOTTOM”, this
durable bag is extremely lightweight. The outside side walls of
the bag are constructed of heavy reinforced vinyl and the
inside walls are rigid for support and durability. Outer pocket
has ample room. Reinforced webbed straps make the handle
strong and easy to use even when wearing thick firefighting
gloves. Measures 21"x9"x 91/2".
Ship. wt. 1 lb.

BB042 The Tool Bag $73.95

Tools not included

More blankets 
on page p184

This life saving device is the most efficient means of removing a downed 
firefighter or victim from the “Hot Zone”. The S.O.R.D (Special Operations
Recovery Drag) is lightweight, compact, and easily deployed. It has no 
buckles, snaps, or straps. It can be easily managed by one person, saving the
lives of many. The Cotton Duck S.O.R.D. does not exceed any rating but is
manufactured to 2,000 lbs. - 2,200
lbs. as a Nylon Border. The center
consists of a single ply Cotton Duck
with a good abrasive factor for drag-
ging and gives the center 800 lbs. -
1,000 lbs. of carrying capacity.

Special Operations Recovery Drag

BB148 S.O.R.D. Cotton Duck $138.95

The Kovenex® Rapid Response Blanket is a high-performance, flame and 
tear-resistant blanket used by extrication professionals and fire rescue teams.
Tested to NFPA standards, Kovenex® far surpasses the performance of treated
wool blankets, refusing to burn or tear. It will provide you and your rescue 
victims the needed protection against fire, intense heat and burn, shattered
glass particles and sharp metal edges. Dimensions: 58"x73".

Rapid Response Blanket
All-Purpose Tactical Rescue Tool

Safer - Patented, high-performance fabric resists fire and tear, protecting
you and your rescue victims against open flames, shattered glass and 
sharp objects
Easier - Kovenex® blankets are lightweight, yet durable, engineered 
to smother fire or wrap around a rescue victim for protection against 
burn and flying debris
More effective - Tested to NFPA standards, Kovenex’s heat blocking 
capabilities prevent contact burns

BA137 Kovenex® Rapid Response Blanket $99.95
BG505 Kovenex® Rapid Response Blanket w/Heavy-Duty Bag $139.95

The Tool Bag

Color: Fire Red
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